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ABSTRACT
With commits and releases, hundreds of tests are run on varying conditions (e.g., over different hardware and workloads) that can help to understand evolution and ensure non-regression of software performance. We hypothesize that performance is not only sensitive to evolution of software, but also to different variability layers of its execution environment, spanning the hardware, the operating system, the build, or the workload processed by the software. Leveraging the MongoDB dataset, our results show that changes in hardware and workload can drastically impact performance evolution and thus should be taken into account when reasoning about evolution. An open problem resulting from this study is how to manage the variability layers in order to efficiently test the performance evolution of a software.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Non-regression testing is supposed to ensure that performance does not decrease drastically when adding new features, but the reality is more complex and needs to be seen from different perspectives; the impact of a commit can change according to the executing environment and the benchmark fed to the software system\(^1\). So, in a situation where the performance changes brought by a code modification are beneficial for half of users but decrease the quality of service for the other half, should we push this code? Modify it? Ask for more benchmarking?\(^2\) Praise or blame?

Most of the time, a commit will optimize performance properties for a vast majority of users. But software performance is sometimes sensitive to different variability layers of its execution environment, such as the hardware, the operating system or the workload processed by the software. We rely on the concept of deep variability: existing interactions between different variability layers can modify or disturb our understanding of software variability and thus changing its underlying performance \([16, 25]\). Since the performance decreases in a heterogeneous way across all tests, tasks and projects\(^3\), it sometimes complicates the developer life when reviewing code or pull requests.

---

\(^1\)See https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/pull/1068#discussion_r56706401 or https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/pull/1118#discussion_r88797998
\(^2\)See https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/pull/472#issuecomment-22801074
\(^3\)See also https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/pull/23

Figure 1 typifies the problem we are addressing\(^5\). On the top graph, we display the change points detected by the test infrastructure over time, as well as their effect and impact on the performance (y-axis, percentage change). Bubble sizes represent the Z-scores\(^1\) related to the change points. On the bottom, we show the evolution of performances i.e., Time Series (TS) for six different executing environments but considering the same project, task, variant of hardware and test for each. Like that, we are able to observe the effect of a change point on the different Time Series, each TS having its own evolution.

---

\(^5\)Dataset: Expanded Metrics, Project: sys-perf, Task: industry benchmark wmajority, Hardware: Linux 3 node replSet, Test: csb 50 read 50 update w majority
The interesting part starts in the middle of May and ends in June 2021; around the 15th of May, the performance property suddenly drops for TS #1, TS #4 and TS #5 while it increases for TS #2, TS #3 and TS #6. This suggests that two groups of TS react differently to the same commit. This result can be explained by looking at the thread level set when executing MongoDB. With the thread level fixed at 1, the performance property increases. With a thread level of 512, the performance drops. Is it a performance bug though? Based on their thread level value when configuring the software, users will either agree or disagree. In this case, this is an example showing how an external factor (like the thread level here) threatens the work of MongoDB developers. This issue was fixed in the end of May. After this addition - or deletion, the performance matches its former value for all time series.

In this paper, we aim at identifying different variability layers impacting the evolution of performance of MongoDB. We first study the difference of performance evolution according to hardware in Section 2 and then the impact of workloads in Section 3.

Technical details. This paper is part of the ICPE 2022 Data Challenge. We rely on the dataset they provided for all our experiments. For Sections 2 and 3, we use the Legacy Performance Dataset [8]. Code and results are publicly available.

2 IMPACT OF HARDWARE

According to the hardware platform of the final user, the performance of MongoDB may evolve differently. In this section, we quantify and study these differences of evolution, by answering the following research question: RQ1 - What is the impact of hardware variability on the evolution of MongoDB?

2.1 Protocol

Metric. We first need a measure to quantify the similarities between time series. We rely on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). Unlike Euclidian distance - a point by point comparison, it is able to detect a pattern common to two time series even if this pattern does not appear at the same time for both series.

Time series pre-processing. We remove all the time series having less than two measurements. Since two time series do not necessarily have the same time stamps (e.g., TS #3 and TS #6 in Figure 1), we only compare them during their common period of definition. For instance, to compare TS #3 and TS #6, we would remove the values of TS #3 before the starting time of TS #6 and after the last value of TS #6. When there exists a point in one time series that does not have a corresponding point in the other one, we interpolate the value with a linear function based on the two values closest to the missing one. To avoid biasing the results with different scales, we standardise the performance values.

Implementation. For each project, each test and each workload, we compute the DTW between the time series related to different hardware platforms. Then, we average the DTW values for each pair of variants of hardware. We consider the resulting value as a measure of similarity between the time series of two different hardware platforms. In Figure 2a, each column and each line represents a heat map of average DTW between times series related to different variants of hardware.

Figure 2: Performance evolution of MongoDB according to hardware platforms

(a) Heatmap of average DTW between times series related to different variants of hardware

(b) DTW = 0.38

(c) DTW = 3.23

(d) DTW = 5.39

(e) DTW = 15.31

---

6Here, the performance property is the 99th percentile of allocated memory in Megabytes.
8Download the dataset at https://zenodo.org/record/5138516.
9Companion repository: https://github.com/llesoil/icpe2022
variant of hardware, on which MongoDB is executed; the intersection of a line and a column shows this resulting DTW value between the variant of the line and the variant of the column. If there is no time series with common project, test and workload between two variants, we leave it blank. Due to space issue, names of variants are cut down to 20 characters.

**Interpretation.** When two times series have exactly the same evolution, their DTW is equal to zero. Then, the greater the differences between time series, the greater the DTW value. We show four pairs of time series with their measure of DTW values in Figures 2b to 2e to help interpret Figure 2a.

### 2.2 Results

The first result is a good news w.r.t. stability: 25% of couples of hardware have a very low average DTW value i.e., inferior to 1.70 and half of them have a low DTW value i.e., inferior to 4.48. This is represented by clusters of dark red cells in Figure 2a. Knowing the evolution of MongoDB for one of these hardware platforms is enough to predict or estimate the evolution for all the other hardware platforms, as shown in Figure 2b or Figure 2c. In other words, we can reduce the benchmarking cost for all these variants of hardware, because they have similar performance evolutions. As a MongoDB developer, it shows consistency between these hardware platforms, which is reassuring: optimizations made to MongoDB over time will generalize to most users’ executing environments.

Then, we highlight of set of hardware platforms for which the evolution of performance differs over time. In Figure 2a, they are mostly located on the top-left corner. A good example that shows how their evolution differ is depicted in Figure 2d. It seems that there is no common pattern of evolution between the different variants of hardware. As a result, the hardware layer deserves to be carefully benchmarked in such a way we understand how they react to code changes.

Finally, we isolate few hardware platforms with higher DTW values. They are blue cells in Figure 2a and their differences of evolution are typified by Figure 2e. High DTW values can be explained by the presence of outliers in their performance distributions. We suspect two potential factors at the origin of these outliers: i) either we incidentally create outliers when standardising the performance or ii) this is a problem related to the performance infrastructure. Further experiments are needed to conclude about the root cause.

### 3 IMPACT OF WORKLOAD

We now study the stability of performance evolution for different workloads fed to MongoDB. How many percents do we gain or lose between each commit? Does this value vary with the workloads? Do the workloads processed by MongoDB change its performance evolution? To address this, we answer the following research question: RQ2 - What is the impact of workload variability on the evolution of MongoDB?

#### 3.1 Protocol

**Metric.** We define the Daily Relative Percentage Change (DRPC), a metric designed to measure the relative difference of performance (in percentage) per day:

\[
DRPC(t) = \frac{100}{d(t+1)} \times \frac{p(t+1) - p(t)}{p(t)}
\]

where \( p(t) \) is the performance value at the time \( t \) and \( d(t, t+1) \) is the number of days between \( t \) and \( t+1 \). We divide by the number of days between \( t \) and \( t+1 \) to avoid artificially increasing the results when there are few measurements separated by long time periods. We then average the results in absolute value for each date of measurement \( t \), which provides the average DRPC related to a time series.

**Time series pre-processing.** We remove all the time series having less than two measurements, because the metric is impossible to compute in this case.

**Implementation.** We consider the 22 workloads of the dataset; for each, we gather the time series including performance measurement on this workload and compute the average DRPC. In Figure 3a, we display the boxplots of DRPC distributions per workload. We also display some examples of evolution for two workloads with the detail of percentage change values in Figures 3b and 3c.

**Interpretation.** The DRPC measures the stability of the evolution of MongoDB performance and quantifies the daily average percent change between two measurements. For a constant performance distribution, the DRPC is equal to zero. The greater the DRPC, the greater (and the more unstable) the evolution.
3.2 Results

Figure 3a illustrates how the variability of workloads affects the evolution of MongoDB. The daily percentage change of performance fluctuates with workloads; it can be very low or really high e.g., median at 0.15% for the "genny_canary" workload or at 26.9% for the "UserAcq-ActorFin" workload. In Figures 3b and 3c, we plot the detail of percentage changes for these two workloads to show the difference of scale between their evolution of performance - up to a factor of 10 between their percentage changes.

Beyond the median values of the percentage changes, the results also show a difference in stability in the evolution of workload performance; while few stable workloads have a low InterQuartile Range e.g., "Genny-Setup" (IQR = 0.14 %), others can have various ranges of percentage changes e.g., "shell/benchunr" (IQR = 4.97 %) or "UserAcq-ActorFin" (IQR = 8.87 %). These stable workloads are reliable. For them, it is quite easy to detect an outlier, since their performance value rarely exceeds a given threshold. We guess they can be used as reference to detect a regression in the code. If such workloads observe a big decrease of performance, it is the sign that an error occurred in one of the last code modifications.

4 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have considered two variability layers, namely hardware and workload, and studied their impacts on software evolution. Other variability layers can be well considered in the future, for example i) operating system: the Linux kernel is highly configurable and may have an impact on performance evolution of MongoDB; ii) compile-time options and flags: the way MongoDB has been built13 can change the performance distributions. For instance, Lesoil et al. [18] report on preliminary evidence of complex interactions between run-time options (e.g., command line parameters) and compile-time options (e.g., using ./configure with different effects of non-functional properties of software. In the case of MongoDB we can wonder whether and to what extent these layers impact software evolution, e.g., does using a different Linux variant (distribution and kernel) change the conclusions and insights about evolution? Answering these questions requires varying different layers and gather specific measurements’ data. It is left as future work.

Another limitation of our work is that we have not studied the interactions between variability layers. That is, we have focused on individual effects of each variability layer on evolution. As future work, we could investigate whether hardware together with workload changes the performance of a software system. A hypothesis is that specific combinations of hardware and workload cause a shift in performance. The identifying of such interactions typically requires controlled measurements of pairs of workload–hardware and is arguably costly to instrument at scale.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Our results may vary with other choices of metrics. For instance, the DRPC used in Section 3 may amplify the noise of measurements by construction, thus slightly overestimating the real percentage of performance change.

6 RELATED WORK

Software evolution and performance. There exist research works studying the impact of software evolution on performance [2, 5, 8, 19, 20, 22, 24]. Martin et al. [19] presents a solution, based on transfer learning, to deal with the evolution of the Linux kernel when predicting kernel sizes of configurations. Mühlbauer et al. [22] investigated the history of software performances to isolate when a performance shift happens over time and variants (software configurations). Our study pursues a similar objective, but pays attention to the impact of hardware and workload on software evolution. Our results show that hardware and workload variability cannot be ignored when reasoning about performance history.

Hardware variability. Research has been investigating the effect of hardware on software performance [4, 9, 11, 14, 27, 28]. In particular, Valov et al. [27, 28] suggest that changing the hardware has reasonable impacts on software configurations since linear functions are highly accurate when reusing prediction models. Unlike our work, the evolution of software is not taken into account in their studies and dataset, nor are changes in workloads.

Workload performance analysis. There are numerous works addressing the performance analysis of software systems [3, 6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 23, 26] depending on different input data (also called workloads or benchmarks). In this paper, we specifically study the impact of workloads on software evolution.

Jamshidi et al. [14] conducted an empirical study on four configurable systems, varying software configurations and environmental conditions, namely hardware, workload, and software versions. Results show transferring performance can be difficult depending on environment changes. An important feature of the study, and therefore of their dataset, is that all three variability factors are modified together, for example, both version, hardware and workload are modified and compared to a baseline. Without isolating the individual effect of each variability layer, it is challenging to understand whether a performance shift is due to the evolution of software or other factors (hardware and workload). In contrast, our study leverages the dataset to investigate i) the impact between hardware and evolution ii) the impact between workload and evolution.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated to what extent two variability layers impact performance of MongoDB evolution, namely the hardware platforms on which MongoDB is executed and the workloads fed to MongoDB. Our analysis over the MongoDB dataset showed that these two variability layers cannot be ignored when reasoning about the performance evolution of MongoDB. We also provided some insights to efficiently benchmark executing environments of users w.r.t. these two variability layers.
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13 See https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/blob/master/docs/building.md
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